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PREF

F all the great Writers of Antiquity , no one
was ever more honoured and admired while
living, as few have obtained a larger and fairer Por¬
Pausanias
tion of Fame after Death , than Pindar .
tells us, that the Character of Poet was really and truely
consecrated in his Person, by the God of Poets himself1,
who was pleased by an express Oracle to order the In¬
habitants of Delphi to set apart for Pinclar one half of
the First-Fruit Offerings brought by*the Religious to his
Shrine ; and to allow him a Place in his Temple ; where,
in an Iron Chair he was used to fit, and sing his Hymns,
in Honour of that God. This Chair was remaining in
hundred Years after) to
(
Pausanias* several
the Tim
whom it was shewn as a Relict not unworthy of the
Sanctity and Magnificence of that holy Place. Pan 3like¬
wise, another Musical Divinity, is reported to have skipped
and jumped for Joy, while the Nymphs were dancing
in Honour of the Birth of this Prince o {Lyrick Poetry ;
and to have been afterwards so much delighted with his
1Paus . in Bart .

*Paus. in Phoc .

3Philostratus in Icon.

Compositions,
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Compositions, as to have fung his Odes in the hearing
even of the Poet himself 4. Unhappily for us, and in¬
deed for Pindar, those Parts of his Works, which pro¬
cured him these extraordinary Testimonies from the
Gods (or from Mortals rather , who by the Invention of
these Fables meant only to express the high Opinion
they entertained of this great Poet) are all lost : I mean
his Hymns to the several Deities of the Heathen World.
And even of those Writings , to which his less extrava¬
gant , but more serious and more lasting Glory is owing,
only the least, and, according to some People, the worst
Part is now remaining . These are his Odes inscribed to
the Conquerors in the Four sacred Games of Greece. By
these Odes therefore are we now left to judge of the
Merit of Pindar , as they are the only living Evidences
of his Character.
Among the Moderns 5those Men of Learning of the
truest Taste and Judgment , who have read and con¬
sidered the Writings of this Author in their original Lan¬
guage, have all agreed to confirm the great Character
given of him by the Ancients. And to such who are
* Plut. in Numa.
5 See Abbe Fraguier ’s Character
of Pindar, printed in the 3d Yoi.

of Memoires de VAcademie Roy ale^
&c. and Kenneds Life of Pindar ,
in the Lives of the Greek Poets.

still
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still able to examine Pindar himself , I shall leave him
to stand or fall by his own Merit ; only bespeaking their
Candour in my own Behalf, is they shall think it worth

their while to peruse the following Transtations of some
os his Odes : which I here offer chiefly to the English
Reader , to whom alone 1 desire to address a few Consi¬
derations , in order to prepare him to form aright Judg¬
ment , and indeed to have any Relish of the Compo¬
sitions of this great Lyrick Poet, who notwithstanding
must needs appear before him under great Disadvan¬
tages.
To begin with removing some Prejudices against this
Author , that have arisen from certain Writings known
by the Name of Pindarick Odes, I must insist that very
few, which I remember to have read under that Title,
not excepting even those written by the admired
Mr. Cowleyywhose Wit and Fire first brought them into
Reputation , have the least Resemblance to the Manner
of the Author , whom they pretend to imitate , and from
whom they derive their Name ; or is any, ’tis such a
Resemblance only as is expressed by the Italian Word
Caiicatura , a monstrous and distorted Likeness. This
Observation has been already made by Mr. Congreve in
his Preface to two admirable Odes, written professedly
in
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in Imitation os Pwclar and
;
, I may add , so much in
his true Manner and Spirit , that he ought by all means
to be excepted out of the Number of those , who have
brought this Author into Discredit by pretending to re¬
semble him.
Neither has Mr. Cowlej , though he drew from the
Life , given a much truer Picture of Pindar in the Trans¬
lations he made of two of his Odes. I fay not this to de¬
tract from Mr. Cowley, whose Genius , perhaps , was not
inferior to that of Pindar himself , or either of those
other two great Poets , Horace and Virgil , whose Names
have been bestowed upon him , but chiefly to apologize
for my having ventured to translate the fame Odes and
;
to prepare the Reader for the wide Difference he will
find between many Parts of his Translations and mine.
Mr . Cowley and his Imitators (for all the Pindarick
Writers since hisTime have only mimick ’d him , while they
fancied they were imitating Pindar ) have fallen them¬
selves, and by their Examples have led the World into
two Mistakes with regard to the Character of Pindar:
both which are pointed out by Mr. Conoreve in the Pre¬
face above- mentioned , and in the following Words:
" The Character of these late Pindaricks is a Bundle
" of rambling incoherent Thoughts , expressed in a like
" Parcel
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Parcel os irregular Stanzas, which also consist os such
" another Complication os disproportioned , uncertain,
u and perplexed Verses and Rhimes. And I appeal to
“ any Reader , if this is not the Condition in which these
“ Titular Odes appeared.
" On the contrary (adds he) there is nothing more
" regular than the Odes of Pmdar , both as to the exact;
" Observation of the Measures and Numbers of his Stan“ zas and Verses, and the perpetual Coherence of his
“ Thoughts . For though his Digressions are frequent,
" and his Transitions sudden, yet is there ever some
" secret Connexion , which, though not always appearing
to the Eye, never fails to communicate itself to the
" Understanding of the Reader. 5’
Upon these two Points, namely, the Regularity of
Measure in Pmdar s Odes , and the Connexion of his
Thoughts , I {hall beg Leave to make a few Observations.
These Odes were all composed to be fung by a Cho¬
rus either at the Entertainments given by the Conquer¬
ors^to( whom they were inscribed) or their Friends, on
account of their Victories, or at the solemn Sacrifices
made to the Gods upon those Occasions. They consist
generally of three Stanzas, of which the following Ac¬
count
l<

<c
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count was communicated to me by a learned and inge¬
nious Friend.
" Besides what is said of the Greek Ode in the Scho" Hast upon Pindar , I find (says he) the following Pafis the very last
“ sage in the Scholia on Hephæstionit;
Paragraph of those Scholia.”
The Passage cited by him is in Greeks instead of
which I (hall insert the Translation of it in English.
tc

Ton mujl know that the Ancients [in their Odes) framed
two larger Stanzas, and one less ; the first of the large

Stanzas they

called

Strophe , singing it on their Festivals

at the Altars of the Gods, and dancing at the fame Time .
The second they called Antistrophe , in which they inverted
the Dance . The lesser Stanza was named the Epode,
which they fungstandingsttll . The Strophe , as they say t
denoted the Motion of the higher Sphere , the Antistro¬

phe that

of the

Repose of

"
"
<c

"
"

the

Planets ,

the

Epode

the

fixed Station and

Earth.

" From this Passage it appears evident that these
Odes were accompanied with Dancing ; and that they
danced one Way while the Strophe was singing, and
then danced back again while the Antistrophe was fung.
Which shews why those two Parts consisted of the fame
Length and Measure ; then when the Dancers were
“ returned
2
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" returned to the Place whence they set out, before they
renewed the Dance they stood still, while the Epode
" was fung.
" If the fame Persons both danced and fung, when
we consider how much Breath is required for a full
" Song, perhaps one may incline to think , that the
" Strophe and Antiftrophe partook something of the
" Recitative Manner, and that the Epode was the more
compleat Air.
There is a Pa stage in the ancient Grammarian ,
" Marim ViBorinus, which is much to the fame Purpose as this above, though he does not distinctly speak
" of Dancing. The Passage is this :
" Pier aque Lyricorum carminum, quœ versa, colisque
, ex Strophe, Antiftropheyet
£< et commatibus componuntur
" Epodo, ut Greed appellants ordmata subsiftunt. Quorum
" ratio talis eft. Anti qui Deorum laudes carmmibus com" prehenfas, circum Ar as eorum euntes canebant. Cujus
" primurn ambitum, quem wgrediebantur ex parte dextray
tc

tc

£{

<c

<{

vocabant ; reverftonem autem finifirorsum
" faBam , completo priore orbe, Antistrophen appellabant.
“ Deinde in conspeBu Deorum sohti confijlere cantici}reconsequebantur, appellant es id Epodon.
(< liqua
il

Strophen

*b

" The
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The Writers I have quoted speak only os Odes,
sung in the Temples ; but Demetrius Trklmius, upon
, fays the fame Thing upon
“ the Measures of Sophocles
the Odes of the Tragick Chorus.
“ What the Schohafl upon Hephæflion, cited above,
“ adds about the Heavenly Motions, &c. is also said by
“ HiBorinus, and by Demetrius Triclinius, and likewise
" by the Scholiast on Pindar. Yet I consider this in no
" other Light , than I do the fantastical Conceits with
" which the Writers on Mustek abound. Ptolemy, out
" of his three Books of Harmonics, employs one almost
" entirely upon comparing the Principles of Mustek with
" the Motions of the Planets, the Faculties of the Mind,
" and other such ridiculous Imaginations. And Aristi" des£>)uintilianus, supposed an older Author , is full of
" the fame Fooleries. Marms ViBorinus has another
Scheme also, viz. that the dancing forwards and backwards was invented by Theseus, in memory of the
“ Labyrinth out of which he escaped. But all this is
“ taking much unnecessary Pains to account why, when
‘cDancers have gone as far as they can one Way, they
" should return back again ; or at least not dance in the
“ same Circle, ’till they are giddy.’’
Such

c£

tc

<l

cC
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Ode , in which
the Strophe and Antijlrophe, i. e. the first and second
Stanzas, contained always the fame Number and the fame
kind of Verses. The Epode was of a different Length
and Measure ; and if the Ode run out into any Length,
it was always divided into Triplets of Stanzas, the two
first being constantly of the fame Length and Measure,
and all the Epodes in like manner corresponding exactly
with each other : from all which the Regularity of this
kind of Competitions is sufficiently evident. There are
indeed some Odes, which consist of Strophes and Amiothers which are made
;
Jlropes without any Epode and
up of Strophes only, of different Lengths and Measures.
But the greatest Number of Pindar s Odes are of the
first kind.
I have in the Translation retained the Names of Stro¬
phe and Antijlrophe, on purpose to imprint the more
strongly on the Mind of the English Reader , the exact
Regularity observed by Pmdar in the Structure of his
Odes ; and have even followed his Example in one,
which in the Original consists only of two Strophes.
And in my Transtation of a Tragedy of Euripides, 1 have
in like manner varied the Meajure in Imitation of the
Original,
*b r
Such was the Structuro of the

Greek
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Original, as far as the different Genius of the Greek and
English Versification would allow.
Another Charge against Pindar relates to the supposed
Wildnefs of his Imagination , his extravagant Digrestions,
and sudden Transitions, which leads me to consider the
second Point , viz . the Connexion of his "Thoughts. Upon
which I shall fay but little in this Place, having endea¬
voured to point out the Connexion, and account for
many of the Digressions in my Arguments and Notes to
the several Odes which 1 have translated . Here therefore
1 shall only observe in general, that whoever imagines
the Wloriescsn^. Praises of the Conquerors are the proper
iSubjects of the Odes inscribed to them, will find himself
mistaken . These Victories indeed gave Occasion to
these Songs of Triumph , and are therefore constantly
taken notice of by the Poet, as are also any particular and
remarkable Circumstances relating to them, or to the
Lives and Characters of the Conquerors themselves : but
as such Circumstances could rarely furnish out Matter
sufficient for an Ode of any Length , so would it have
been an Indecency unknown to the Civil Equality and
Freedom , as well as to the Simplicity of the Age in
which Pindar lived , to have silled a Poem intended to
be funginPublick , and even at the Altars of the Gods,
with
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with the Praises of one Man only ; who besides, was
often no otherwise considerable, but as the Victory which
gave Occasion to the Ode had made him. For these
Reasons the Poet, in order to give his Poem its due Ex¬
tent , was obliged to have Recourse to other Circum¬
stances, arising either from the Family or Country c s
the Conqueror, from the Games in which he had come
ost victorious, or from the particular Deities who had
any Relation to the Occasion, or in whose Temples the
Ode was intended to be fung. All these and many other
Particulars , which the reading the Odes of Pindar may
suggest to an attentive Observer, gave Hints to the Poet,
and led him into those frequent Digressions, and quick
Transitions ; which it is no wonder should appear to us
at this Distance of Time and Place both extravagant and
unaccountable . Some of these are indicated in the
Notes upon the ensuing Odes.
Upon the whole, 1 am persuaded that whoever will
consider the Odes of Pindar with regard to the Manners
and Customs of the Age in which they were written , the
Occasions which gave Birth to them , and the Places in
which they were intended to be recited, will find little
Reason to censure Pindar for want of Order and Regu¬
larity in the Plans of his Compositions. On the con¬
trary
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trary perhaps, he will be inclined to admire him for
railing so many Beauties from such trivial Hints, and
for kindling , as he sometimes does, so great a Flame
from a single Spark, and with so little Fuel.
There is still another Prejudice against Pindar, which
may rife in the Minds of those People, who are not tho¬
roughly acquainted with ancient History, and who may
therefore be apt to think meanly of Odes, inscribed to a
Set of Conquerors, whom possibly they may look upon
only as so many Prize Fighters and Jockeys. To
obvi¬
ate this Prejudice , I have prefixed to my Translation of
Pindar s Odes a Dissertation on the QlympickGames : in
which the Reader will fee what kind of Persons these
Conquerors were , and what was the Nature of those
famous Games ,' of which every one, who has but just
looked into the History of Greece, must know enough
to defire to be better acquainted with them . The Col¬
lection is as full as I have been able to make it, asiisted
by the Labours of a learned Frenchman, Pierre du Faur,
who in his Book entitled Jlgonijlicon, hath gathered al¬
most every Thing that is mentioned in any of the Greek
or Latin Writers relating to the Grecian Games, which
he has thrown together in no very clear Order ; as is
observed by his Countryman Monf. Burette, who hath
written
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written several Pieces on the Subject of the Gymnastlck
Exercises, inserted in the 2d Volume of Memolres de
1'Academic Royale , &c. printed at Amsterdam 1719.
In this Dissertation I have endeavoured to give a com-

pleat History of the Olympick Games : of which kind
there is not, that 1 know of, any Treatise now extant;
those written upon this Subject by some os the Ancients
being all lost, and not being supplied by any learned
Modern, at least not so sully as might have been done,
and as so considerable an Article of the Grecian Anti¬
As I flatter myself that even
quities seemed to demand .
the learned Reader will in this Dissertation meet with
many Points, which have hitherto escaped his Notice,
and much Light reflected from thence upon the Odes os
Pindar in particular, as well as upon many Passages in
other Greek Writers, I shall rather desire him to excuse
those Errors and Defects which he may happen to disco¬
ver in it, than apologize for the Length of it.
Having now removed the chief Prejudices and Ob¬
jections which have been too long and too generally en¬
tertained against the Writings of Pindar) I need fay but
little of his real Character , as the principal Parts of it
may be collected from the very Faults imputed to him;
which are indeed no other than the Excesses of great and
acknowledged
2
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acknowledged Beauties , such a poetical Imagination , a
warm and enthufiastick Genius , a bold and figurative
Expression , and a concise and sententious Stile . These
to these
;
are the characteristical Beauties of Pindar and
his greatest Blemishes, generally speaking , are so near
allied , that they have sometimes been mistaken for each
other . I cannot however help observing , that he is so
entirely free from any Thing like the far -fetched
Thoughts , the witty Extravagances , and puerile Con¬
cetti ol Mr Cowley and the rest of his Imitators , that I
cannot recollect so much as even a single Antithesis in all
his Odes.
Lowinus indeed confesses, that Pindar ’s Flame is
sometimes extinguished , and that he now and then
finks unexpectedly and unaccountably ; but he preiers
him with all his Faults to a Poet , who keeps on in one
constant Tenour of Mediocrity , and who , though he
seldom falls very low, yet never rises to those astonish¬
ing: Heights , which sometimes makes the Head even of
a great Poet giddy , and occasion those Slips which they
at the fame Time excuse.
But notwithstanding all that has or can be said in sa¬
vour os Pindar, he must still appear , as I before observ¬
ed , under great Disadvantages , especially to th qE nglish
Reader
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N.
XffV

Reader . Much os this Fire which formerly warmed and
dazzled all Greece, must necessarily be lost even in the
best Transtation . Besides, to fay nothing of many
Beauties peculiar to the Greeks which cannot be expres¬
sed in English, and perhaps not in any other Language,
there are in these Odes so many References to secret Hi¬
story, so many Allusions to Persons, Things, and Pla¬
ces now altogether unknown , and which, were they
known , would very little interest or affect the Reader,
and withal, such a Mixture of Mythology and Antiquity,
that I almost despair of their being relished by any, but
those who have, is not a great deal of Classical Learning,
yet somewhat at least os an antique and ClassicalTafie.
Every Reader , however, may still find in Pindar
something to make amends for the Loss of those Beau¬
ties, which have been set at too great a Distance, and in
some Places worn off and obliterated by Time ,* namely,
a great deal ofGood -fenfe, many wife Reflections , and
many moral Sentences, .together with a due Regard to
Religion ; and from hence he may be able to form to
himfelffome Idea of Pindar as a Man, though he should
be obliged to take his Character as a Poet from others.
But that he may not for this rely altogether upon my
Opinion, I shall here produce the Testimonies of two
great
*c

Aj
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Poets, whose excellent Writings are sufficient Evidences
both of their Taste and Judgment . The first was long
and universally admired , and is still as much regretted
by the present Age : the latter , who wrote about seven¬
teen hundred Years ago, was the Delight and Ornament
of the politest and most learned Age of Rome. And
though even to him, Pindar , who lived some Centuries
before him, must have appeared under some os the Dis¬
advantages abovementioned, yet he had the Opportu¬
nity of seeing all his Works, which were extant in his
Time , and of which he hath given a sort of Catalogue>
together with their several Characters : an Advantage
which the former wanted , who must therefore be un¬
derstood to speak only os those Odes which are now re¬
maining , And indeed , he alludes to those only, in
the following Passage of his Temple of Fame. Pope's
Works,’ small Edit . Vol. III . p. 17.
210.
Four Swans6sustain a Car os Silver bright,
With Heads advanc’d, and Pinions strech’d for Flight:
Here, like some furious Prophet , Pindar rode,
And seerssd to labour with th5inspiring God.
6 Four Swans sustain, c& . Pindar
being seated in a Chariot, alludes to
the Horse Races he celebrated in the
Grecian Games. The Swans are Em¬
blems, of Poetry ;;their soaring Po¬

sture intimates the Sublimity and
Activity of his Genius .
Neptune
presided over the Isthmian, and Ju¬
piter over the Olympian Games. This
Note is of the fame Author.

Across
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Across the Harp a careless Hand he flings,
And boldly finks into the sounding Strings.

The figur’d Games of Greece the Column grace,
Neptune and Jove survey the rapid Race :
The Youths hang o’er their Chat tots as they run ; ’
The fiery Steeds seem starting from the Stone :
The Champions in distorted Postures threat ;
And all appear’d irregularly great.
The other Passage is from Horace, L. iv. Ode i . viz.
Pmdarum qmsqms Jludet æmulan, &c.
which , for the Benefit of the English Reader , I have thus
translated.
He, who aspires to reach the tow’ring Height
Of matchless Pindar 's Heaven-ascending Strain,
Shall sink, unequal to the arduous Flight,
Like him, who falling nam’d th’ Icarian Main ,•
Presumptuous Youth ! to tempt forbidden Skies !
And hope above the Clouds on waxen Plumes to rife!
Pindar , like some fierce Torrent swoli’n withShowr ’s,
Or sudden Cataracts of melting Snow,
Which from the Alps its headlong Deluge pours,
And foams and thunders o’er the Vales below,
With desultory Fury borne along
Rolls his impetuous, vast, unfathomable Song.
The
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The Delphlck Laurel ever sure to gain;
Whether with lawless Dlthyramblck Rage
Wild and tumultuous flows the sounding Strain,Or in more ordered Verse sublimely sage
To Gods and Sons os Gods his Lyre he strings,
And of fierce Centaurs stain, and dire Chlmœra fings.
Or whether Ptfd sViBors be his Theme,
The valiant Champion and the rapid Steed ;
Who from the Banks of Alpheus, sacred Stream,
Triumphant bear Olympla's Olive Meed ;
And from their Bard receive the tunesull Boon,
Richer than sculptur’d Brafi, or imitating Stone.
Or whether with the Widow ’d Mourner’s Tear,
He mingles soft his Elegiack Song ;
With
Strains to deck th’ untimely Bier
Of some disastrous Bridegroom fair and young ;
Whose Virtues, in his deifying Lays,
Through the black Gloom of Death with Star-like Ra¬
diance blaze.
When to the Clouds, along th5Ætherial Plain,
His airy Way the Theban Swan pursues,
Strong rapid Gales his sounding Plumes sustain :
While
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While wond’ring at his Flight my tim’rous Muse,
In short Excursions tires her feeble Wings,
And in fequester’d Shades, and flow’ry Gardens sings.
There , like the Bee, that from each od’rous Bloom,
Each fragrant Offspring of the dewy Field,
With painfull Art extracts the rich Perfume,
Solicitous her honied Dome to build,
Exerting all her Industry and Care,
She toils with humble Sweets her meaner Verse to rear.
The Remainder
sent Subject, and

is

os

this Ode has no Relation to the pre¬

therefore omitted.

The following Collection of Poems (to borrow the Me¬
taphor made use of by Horace) consists wholly of Sweets,
drawn from the rich and flowery Fields of Greece. And if
in these Translations any of the native Spirit and Fragrancy of the Originals shall appear to be transfused, 1 shall
content myself with the humble Merit of the little labo¬
rious Infect above-mentioned . But I must not here omit
acquainting the Reader , that among these, immediately
aster the Odes of Pindar, is inserted a Translation of an
Ode of Horace, done by a Gentleman , the peculiar Ex¬
cellency of whose Genius hath often revealed what his
Modesty
i
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Modesty would have kept aSecret. And to this I might
have trusted to inform the World, that the Transtation I
am now speaking of, though inserted amongst mine, was
not done by me, werel not desirous of testifying the Pride
and Pleamre I take in seeing in this, and some other In¬

stances, his admirable Pieces blended and joined .with
mine ; an Evidence and Emblem at the fame Time of
that Friendship , which hath long subststed between us,
and which 1 shall always esteem a singular Felicity and
Honour to myself.
'I he Authors, from whom the other Pieces which
compose this Volume are translated, are so well known,
that I need say nothing of them in this Place, neither
shall I detain the Reader with any farther Account of the
Transtations themselves, than only to acquaint him, that
I translated the Dramattck Poem of Luc tan upon the GW,
when I was myself under an Attack of that incurable Di¬
stemper, which I mention by way os Excuse ; and that
all the other Pieces, excepting only the Hymn of CleantheS) and
the Dialogue of Plato , were written many
Years ago, at a Time when I read and wrote, like most
other People, for Amusement only. If the Reader
finds they give any to him I shall be very glad osit , for it
5
is
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is doing some Service to Human Society , to amuse inno~
cently and
;
they know very little osHuman Nature, who

think it can bear to be always employed either in the
Exercise os its Duties , or in high and important Me¬
ditations.

mm
mm
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